2020 Central Hardin Graduation Information

Pick Up on Friday, May 1 from 10:00 am to Noon in the front parking lot for Cap and Gown Yearbooks, and graduation cords.

Cars will enter at the main entrance, and there will be two lanes, last names A-L and M-Z. Please pay attention to the signs for this.

Information for Graduation Procedures and Graduation Times will be available on the Central Hardin Facebook Page, the Central Hardin webpage: https://www.hardin.k12.ky.us/chhs and Mr. Adams Senior Information Page: https://www.hardin.kyschools.us/olc/39/page/2023

There will be two documents for this, one with this Graduation Information, and one with the Graduation Times.

Procedures for Virtual Graduation on May 4 and 5, 2020

1. Every student has a window of time that is assigned to them. Please do everything you can to be here inside that window.

2. We cannot let more than 6 people to be back where the graduate will walk the stage.

3. We will have the drive in area coned off to allow for people to line up in their vehicles. You will drive all the way back to the stage area, so please stay in your car in line.

4. If possible come in 1 vehicle. If that is not possible, due to the volume of graduates we have to get filmed we cannot allow more than 2 cars back by the stage area.

5. If you are coming in two vehicles please don’t get into the cue line until both are here and can line up together.

6. Graduate will receive a card at the entrance to the football field with their name as it will appear on the diploma. If they want something else announced, then they need to legibly make the change on the card before they get to the stage area.

7. If you do not have a cap and gown of your own, you will be loaned one to walk across the stage. You will receive it when you are the next car in line. A person will be there to take it back from you when are finished crossing the stage.

8. All 6 people may get out of the vehicle at the stage area and pictures are welcome, however we need everyone to understand we have to move quickly as it will already take over 16 hours to get every graduate filmed.
9. Graduation attire: Dress requirements are the following: Boys will need to wear a dress shirt, tie, dress pants and dress shoes. Girls are to wear a dress or dress pants. No flip flops or tennis shoes, to include Chuck Taylor's, are allowed.

9. As soon as your time is over, you need to reload the vehicle and you will be directed to leave via the back gate by baseball field.

10. Once we have your actual diploma here from the printer, you will be notified on when you can pick it up. A keepsake program will accompany your diploma.

11. We unfortunately have a few students that have failed to keep up with assignments with required classes. Please understand, you have to complete the state required classes to actually receive your diploma. **YOU STILL HAVE TIME TO TAKE CARE OF THIS.**